Agriculture in my country and state: What does agriculture do for me?

Agriculture is a major industry in the United States. Agriculture does lots of different things for me, but in all it provides for me. Agriculture is how most of my needs and wants are met. It provides everyone with the most basic of things like food, jobs, and clothing. Agriculture gives both humans and animals land and shelter. Agriculture is the way we survive.

The U.S. is a major producer of all agricultural products and has almost anything you can think of that has to do with agriculture. Twenty two million American workers produce, process, sell and trade the nation's food and fiber. Almost all of the jobs here, have to do with agriculture. There are over 2.2 million farms, covering an area of 922 million acres all producing to our needs. Agriculture involves all sorts of different jobs, not just farming. To me, agriculture is mostly to do with animals. It is helping, caring for, and learning about all the different animals involved. I dream to become a veterinarian and be able to have an agricultural job for the rest of my life.

Agriculture gives us one of our favorite things...food! It provides us with meats, diary, and vegetables. On average consumers in the United States spend about $547 billion for food a year. The United States produces enough food to feed the whole world, and over half of it’s productions are exported to places all around the world. The food that is not exported is sold and eaten by us.
Agriculture even provides the ingredients for our favorite sweets and snacks. Our meats are also made from agricultural productions. Agricultural means a warm meal every night for us all. It means I get to live a happy to life in the United States where I can get fresh, clean food since there are so many people on the other side of the world who do not get to have any.

Agriculture means clean clothes anytime or anywhere I want. It also means blankets, pillows, cotton balls, sheets, undergarments, etc. anytime I need them. The United States is one of the leading countries in cotton producing, and it ranked third overall. Although most of the states clothing doesn’t come from here, the U.S. has more than enough products to make the whole county an outfit. Most of our clothing is made from cotton, but some are made from silk and other types of crops.

Agriculture means shelter for humans and animals. It provides us both with woods which we can then use to makes houses or shelter. We get clear grassland to play and live on. Animals get supplies to live with from agriculture. Our lives and animals lives are centered around agriculture.

Agriculture means a way to live to me. It provides us with all of our needs, basic or not, and is a very important thing for us all. Our lives revolve around agriculture. We use agriculture for everything in our lives and need it to survive, To me, agriculture is the way I live my daily life. We all use agriculture in our day to day life without even realizing it. It is everything we ever need. Agriculture means we can all get jobs, food, clean clothes, and a place to stay.
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